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ABSTRACT   

This paper presents a method of fusion of identification (attribute) information provided by ELINT – ESM sensors 
(Electronic Intelligence – Electronic Support Measures). In the first section the basic taxonomy of attribute identification 
in accordance with the standards of STANAG 1241 ed. 5 and STANAG 1241 ed. 6 (draft) is adopted. These standards 
provide the following basic values of the attributes of identification: FRIEND, HOSTILE, NEUTRAL, UNKNOWN and 
additional values: ASSUMED FRIEND and SUSPECT. The last values can be interpreted as a conjunction of basic 
values. The basis of theoretical considerations is the Dezert-Smarandache theory (DSmT) of inference. This paper 
presents and practically uses combining identification information from different ELINT – ESM sensors one of the 
information fusion rules proposed by the DSmT - the Proportional Conflict Redistribution #5 rule (PCR5). 
In the next section rules of determining attribute information by ESM sensor equipped with the data base of radar 
emitters are presented. It was proposed that each signal vector sent by the ELINT-ESM sensor contained an extension 
specifying a randomized identification declaration (hypothesis). This declaration specifies the reliability of the 
identification information - basic belief assignment (bba) for the identification information set. This paper presents a 
method of determining this belief assignment based on the distance between recognized signal features, vectors and 
centers of clusters grouping emitter patterns in the pattern data base. Results of the PCR5 rule of sensor information 
combining for two scenarios are presented in the final part of this paper. Conclusions are given at the end of this paper. 
They confirm the legitimacy of the use of the Dezert-Smarandache theory into information fusion for ESM sensors.   

Keywords: identification information fusion, Dezert-Smarandache theory (DSmT) of inference, radar emitters 
recognition, ELINT, ESM 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
ELINT – ESM (electronic intelligence – electronic support measures) electronic surveillance sensors consist of passive 
receivers and direction-finders, which allow them to capture emitter signals coming from different directions. In this 
way, the electronic recognition system can receive, among other things, information on radar emitters mounted on air 
platforms.Messages sent from ELINT - ESM sensors include, among other things, the features of the captured signal, the 
emitter azimuth and the identification information. The classification method depends on the organization that operates 
the ELINT – ESM sensors. This paper assumes that the identification classification of sensors is consistent with the 
NATO standard STANAG 1241 [1,2]. In addition, five identification classes are used - three primary and two secondary. 
This division is described in the next chapter. Sensors may send identification information in the form of a hard decision, 
otherwise referred to as non-randomized, or soft decision, otherwise referred to as randomized. It is assumed that sensors 
send identification information in a randomized form, i.e. in the form of basic belief assignment (bba) on a set of 
identification classes. 

This assignment determines the sensor belief that the detected emitter belongs to the individual identification classes. 
Chapter four proposes a method for determining this assignment. It has been assumed that the procedure of recognizing a 
registered signal vector is to find such a signal pattern cluster center that lies closest to the recognized signal vector. This 
distance is the basis for determining the basic belief assignment value. 

This paper also assumes that the sensors are equipped with a specialized database called the emitter database that stores 
information about previously captured, processed, analyzed, and described radar emitter signals along with additional 
information about the type and mode of the emitter work, the platform on which these emitters can be installed, and the 
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national or organizational affiliation of these platforms. The detected signals are the subject of an analysis procedure 
which allows the determination of the distinctive features of the signal and then assigning this information to a particular 
electronic entity (already existing or created ad hoc). The basis for assigning distinctive information to a particular 
electronic entity is the azimuth angle of the incoming signal.  

In the case of a high density of targets, identification information may fluctuate due to false assignments of signal 
information to an electronic entity [7]. Methods of estimating the position of electronic entities have been presented, 
among others, in papers [15,16,17]. Assuming that sensors send all reports on the tracked electronic entities to the 
superior operation center in the electronic recognition system, such a center can perform the fusion function of the 
identification information. In this paper, such a center has been called the information fusion center (IFC). The 
implementation of the identification information fusion will ensure the greater stability of this information - resistance to 
random sensor decision changes. The identification information fusion can be based on three basic theories – The 
Bayesian theory of inference, the Dempster-Shafer theory - called the theory of evidence, and the Dezert-Smarandache 
theory. The last theory previously mentioned has been used in this paper. Its application was due to the fact that two 
secondary identifications are the conjunctions (intersections) of basic identification. 

ELINT-ESM sensors are deployed in the electronic recognition system at various locations of the responsibility area, 
hence sensor messages may be contradictory in some situations. The Dezert-Smarandache theory provides many tools 
for conflict redistribution in the context of the decision information fusion. These tools are called conflict redistribution 
rules. In this paper the Proportional Conflict Redistribution Rule # 5 has been used for combining identification 
information. It is presented in chapter 3. 

The results of the identification information fusion for the simulation scenarios have been presented in the final part of 
this paper. 

 

2. INTERPRETATION OF ATTRIBUTE IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO 
STANAG 1241 

The set of possible values of attribute identification applied by the sensor can be determined on the basis of 
standardization documents of organizations exploiting these sensors [1,2,3,4,5,12]. 

This paper assumes a basic taxonomy of identification in accordance with the draft of  STANAG 1241 ed. 6 [2]. To 
other similar documents one may include the following standards: STANAG 4420 and STANAG 1241 ed. 5, which 
provide the following basic values of the attribute identifications: 

− FRIEND (F), 
− HOSTILE (H),  
− NEUTRAL (N), 
− UNKNOWN (U). 

Each of these documents contain their own definitions of the declarations. 

The following definitions of these basic values of the attribute identification are used in the paper (in accordance with 
[2]): 

− FRIEND - an allied/coalition military track, object or entity; a track, object or entity, supporting friendly forces 
and belonging to an allied/coalition nation or a declared or recognized friendly faction or group, 

− HOSTILE - a track, object or entity whose characteristics, behaviour or origin indicate that it belongs to 
opposing forces or poses a threat to friendly forces or their mission, 

− NEUTRAL - a military or civilian track, object or entity, neither belonging to allied/coalition military forces 
nor to opposing military forces, whose characteristics, behaviour, origin or nationality indicates that it is neither 
supporting nor opposing friendly forces or their mission, 

− UNKNOWN - an evaluated track, object or entity, which does not meet the criteria for any other standard 
identity. 

These standards bring additional values of the attribute identification: 
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− ASSUMED FRIEND, 

− SUSPECT. 
One should pay attention on these two recent identities contained in [1] as well as their definitions [2]: 

− ASSUMED FRIEND - a track, object or entity which is assumed to be friend or neutral because of its 
characteristics, behaviour or origin, 

− SUSPECT - a track, object or entity whose characteristics, behaviour or origin indicate that it potentially 
belongs to opposing forces or potentially poses a threat to friendly forces or their mission. 

From these definitions, it appears in the following graphic interpretation using the Venn diagram shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. The interpretation of STANAG 1241 using the Venn diagram 

 

3. BASICS OF DEZERT-SMARANDACHE THEORY 
This section presents selected elements of the Dezert-Smarandache theory for plausible and paradoxical reasoning that 
have been used in this paper. They have been taken from [6,10,11]. 

Basic definitions: 

• Basic set Θ  . It’s the set including every possible declaration iθ . This set is exhaustive and its elements are not 
exclusive. 

 { }n,...,, θθθ 21=Θ . (1) 

• Power set Θ2 : represents the set of all possible sets using the declarations (singletons) of the basic set Θ. It includes 
the empty set and excludes intersections. With the basic set defined above, we get the power set: 

 { } { } { } { } { }{ }Θ2Θ ,...,...,,...,,,...,,, nn θθθθθθθθ ∪∪∪∅= 212121 . (2) 

• Hyper-power set ΘD : represents the set of all possible sets using the declarations of the basic set Θ and allowing 
intersections between singletons. It includes the empty set. For the basic set: { }21 θθ ,=Θ , we get the hyper-power set 

 { } { } { } { }{ }212121 θθθθθθ ∪∩∅= ,,,,ΘD . (3) 

When { }321 θθθ ,,=Θ , we get { }1821 ααα ,...,,,∅=ΘD  and 19=ΘD . 
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• Conjunctive Power set Θ2I : represents the set of all possible sets using the declarations of Θ. It includes the empty set 

and excludes disjunctions. With the basic set { }n,...,, θθθ 21=Θ , we get the conjunctive power set: 

 { } { } { } { } { }{ }nn ...,...,,,...,,, θθθθθθθθ ∩∩∩∩∅= 212121
Θ2I . (4) 

• Basic belief assignment (bba) m: function [ ]10,→Θ2 , so the mass given to a set ΘA⊆  obeying [ ]10,m ∈)(A . 

Combining rules for data fusion 

1) Conjunctive combining rule [8]: when we refer to the conjunctive combining rule, we will refer to the version 
described as: 

 ΘACBA
ΘCB
ACB

⊆∀=∧= ∑
⊆
=∩

,

)()()( 2121 mmmmm . (5) 

2) Disjunctive combining rule [9]: When we refer to the disjunctive combining rule, we will refer to the version 
described as: 

 ΘACBA
ΘCB
ACB

⊆∀=∨= ∑
⊆
=∪

,

)()()( 2121 mmmmm . (6) 

3) Dezert-Smarandache rules of combination: the Dezert-Smarandache theory (DSmT) uses the hyper-power set thus 
being able to work with intersections. The DSmT possesses two rules of combination which are able to work around the 
mass redistribution problem of the DST in the presence of large conflicts: 

• The Classical DSm (DSmC) rule of combination (DSmC); 

• The Hybrid DSm (DSmH) rule of combination (DSmH).  

• Instead of applying a direct transfer of partial conflicts onto partial uncertainties as with DSmH, the idea behind the 
Proportional Conflict Redistribution (PCR) rule [11] is to totally or partially transfer conflicting masses to non-empty 
sets involved in the conflicts proportionally with respect to the masses assigned to them by sensors as follows: 

− calculation the conjunctive rule of the belief masses (1); 
− calculation the total or partial conflicting masses; 
− redistribution of the conflicting masses (total or partial) to the non-empty sets involved in the model 

proportionally with respect to their masses assigned by the sensors. 

One of the PCR rules – PCR#5 [11] has been used in this paper. The PCR#5 rule is following: 

1)  05 =∅)(PCRm . (7) 

 2) ∅∈∀ \GA  occurs 

 ∑
∅=∩

∈
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+
⋅

+
+
⋅

+=
AX

AGX XA
XA

XA
XAAA

\

22

)()(
)()(

)()(
)()()()(

12

12

21

21
125 mm

mm
mm
mmmmPCR . (8) 

Set G is a subset of the hiper-power set ΘD  ( ΘDG ⊂ ), in which there are no elements of the constraints power set 
Θ
cD . 
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4. BASIC BELIEF ASSIGNMENT FOR ELINT-ESM SENSORS 
An ESM sensor is a passive sensor that captures incoming electromagnetic signals initially generated by radar emitters 
mounted on air or maritime platforms. This sensor recognizes radar signals determining the values of their distinctive 
features [18,20]. In this paper we will not address the methods of radar signal recognition in details. However, we will 
use information about these methods to identify platforms that generate the signals according to STANAG 1241 – 
NATO Standardization Agreement and The Dezert-Smarandache theory. As previously it was described, we are 
interested in three basic values of identification: friend, hostile and neutral, and two secondary values: suspicious and 
assumed friendly. In addition, we will assume that in some situations it is not possible to determine the identity of the 
emitter carrier platform. To clarify this issue, we should briefly describe the method of determining the identification of 
the emitter carrier platform that generated the captured signal. The sensor recognition system is equipped with a database 
that can be divided into three components: a platform database, an emitter list and a geopolitical list [5,19,21].The 
platform database (PDB) contains information about platforms that can be met in the area of interest along with their 
equipment with emitters. The emitter name list (ENL) includes all emitters corresponding to each platform of the PDB 
and contains the values of the distinctive signal features for each emitter. The values of distinctive features are the basis 
for the procedure of recognizing a captured signal. The geopolitical list (GPL) provides the allegiance of various 
countries and platforms and allows us to identify them in accordance with STANAG 1241. 

The algorithm of signal recognition is realized in two stages: 

1. Verification at the level of signal quality features. The second stage is executed after a positive assessment of 
the conformity of quality features.  

2. The signal recognition procedure determines the distances between the distinctive features of the recognized 
signal and the distinctive features of all pattern signals stored within the emitter list. 

Let us introduce the following notation: 

sx – vector of distinctive features of the recognized signal, 

ix – vector of distinctive features of i-th pattern signal (i – the number of the pattern signal, M,i 1∈ ), 

)( isi,s ,dd xx= – the distance between the distinctive features vector of the recognized signal and the distinctive 

features vector of i-th pattern signal; the distance i,sd  is the Mahalanobis distance taking into account the 
correlations of the distinctive features. 

The signal recognition classifier compares the distance )( is ,d xx with the acceptable positive distance of the 

classification δ . The distance δ  is the limit that we will interpret as a boundary of emitter pattern recognition. We will 
divide the set of pattern signals into two subsets: the patterns satisfying the positive classification condition in relation to 
the recognized signal s – +

sD  and the patterns that do not satisfy the positive classification condition – −
sD . The formal 

definition is as follows: 

 { }δ≤∈=+
i,ss dM,i :1D , (9) 

 { }δ>∈=−
i,ss dM,i :1D . (10) 

In this paper we propose the following method of determining the basic belief assignment on a set of pattern signals, 
which is related to the distance between a signal and a pattern in the distinctive features space: 

 )()( is ,d
s eim xx−= . (11) 

As one can see from the formula (14) if 0)( =is ,d xx then 1=)(ims , whereas if 0)( >is ,d xx  then 0)( >> ims1 . 
The above measure is not normalized, hence we will standardize it 
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∑

=

=

M

i
s

s
s

im

imim~

1
)(

)()( . (12) 

The sum of the measures assigned to all the emitters, whose distinctive features lie outside the limit δ , will be treated as 
a measure assigned to the base hypothesis “unknown” (U) 

 ∑=
−∈ sDi

ss im~Um~ )()( . (13) 

To determine the belief measure of other base hypotheses (H, F, N) and secondary hypotheses (AF and S), we should 
introduce formal definitions of sets contained in the sensor database and used for recognition of captured signals. As it 
was mentioned above the set of all the necessary data for platform identification can be divided into three sets: PDB – a 
platform database, ENL – an emitter name list and GPL – a geopolitical list: 

PDB – the platform database contains information about all platforms observed in the area of interest, including 
information on all emitters mounted on each platform; we assume that one platform can have many emitters and the 
same type of emitters can be installed on many platforms; the PDB also contains information concerning the national 
affiliation of each platform, 

ENL – the emitter name list is a set of information about all recognized emitters in the area of interest; this set contains 
the mean values of the distinctive features of emitter signals (so-called signal patterns) and their standard deviations, 

GPL – the geopolitical list contains the base values of identification attributes (H, F, N) assigned to the various 
countries.  

We will also introduce additional notations used in this paper: 

PDBL  – the list of platform numbers that are stored in the PDB, 

)(iPL  – the set of numbers of platforms which have the emitter with number “i”, 

)( jIPL  – the base identification attribute of the platform with number “j” determined on the basis of the information 

contained in PDB and ENL ( { }N  H,F,)( ∈jIPL ). 

The set of signal patterns satisfying the positive classification condition in relation to the recognized signal s denoted as 
+
sD  can be divided into disjunctive subsets according to the values of the carrier platforms identification features: 

 S
s

AF
s

N
s

H
s

F
ss

++++++ ∪∪∪∪= DDDDDD , (14) 

 ∅=∩ ++ l
s

k
s DD , lk ≠ , { }SAF,N,H,F,∈l,k . (15) 

Each subset of the set +
sD  for the base identification is defined as follows: 

 { }F)()(: =∈∀∈= ++ jIPLiji s
F

s PLDD , (16) 

 { }H)()(: =∈∀∈= ++ jIPLiji s
H

s PLDD , (17) 

 { }N)()(: =∈∀∈= ++ jIPLiji s
N

s PLDD . (18) 

In a similar way, one can define subsets of the set +
sD  for the secondary identification (AF, S): 

 { }N)()(F)()(: =∈∃∧=∈∃∈= ++ jIPLijjIPLiji s
AF

s PLPLDD , (19) 

 { }N)()(H)()(: =∈∃∧=∈∃∈= ++ jIPLijjIPLiji s
S

s PLPLDD , (20) 
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One can notice that in this paper we assume that no emitter type can be installed simultaneously on platforms with 
identifications F and H: 

 { } ∅==∈∃∧=∈∃∈ + H)()(F)()(: jIPLijjIPLiji s PLPLD . (21) 

Introducing the definition of subsets of the set +
sD  allows us to determine the belief masses for all identification 

features: 

 ∑=
+∈ F
sDi

ss im~Fm~ )()( , ∑=
+∈ H
sDi

ss im~Hm~ )()( , ∑=
+∈ N
sDi

ss im~Nm~ )()( , (22) 

∑=
+∈ AF
sDi

ss im~Fm~ )()(A , ∑=
+∈ S
sDi

ss im~Sm~ )()( .     (23) 

One should emphasize that the method presented here is different than in [6,7]. These papers assume that ESM sensors 
can only generate basic declarations with attribute values FRIEND,HOSTILE and NEUTRAL but in this paper we 
assume, that ESM sensors can generate declarations from an extended set of attribute values (additionally ASSUME 
FRIEND, SUSPECT and UNKNOWN). 

 

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
5.1 Typical simulation scenarios 

The paper [7] presents a typical simulation scenario for testing the identification information fusion. The authors 
formulated several requirements that should be met by such a scenario. It should: 

1) adequately represent the known ground truth of the emitter identification, 
2) include sufficient numbers of incorrect associations to be realistic and to test the robustness of the rules to 

temporary incorrect sensor decisions, 
3) provide only partial knowledge about the ELINT-ESM sensor declarations, and thus contain uncertainty, 
4) allow to show stability in case of countermeasures, 
5) allow to switch identification when the ground truth changes. 

The authors [7] propose the following parameters of the scenario: 

1) ground truth of identification is FRIEND (F) for the first 50 iterations of the scenario and HOSTILE (H) for the 
last 50 iterations, 

2) the number of correct associations is 80% of all iterations, the number of incorrect associations caused by 
countermeasures is 20% of all iterations in a randomly selected moments of time, 

3) ELINT-ESM sensor declarations have a mass of 0.7 for the most credible identification and 0.3 for the 
identification of UNKNOWN (U). 

The assumption 5) has not been considered in this paper, assuming that the real object does not change its real identity 
while performing the mission. The following assumptions concerning the parameters of the scenario have been made: 

1) the real value of identification is constant in each scenario and is equal to FRIEND (F) – in the first scenario and 
HOSTILE (H) - in the second scenario;  

2) the above declarations are transmitted by sensor number 1 with the real identification mass equal to 0,7 and the 
mass of complementary identification (UNKNOWN) equal to 0,3; 

3) the second sensor shall transmit its declarations in accordance with the tables 1 and 2 for the scenarios 1a and 1b 
and with the tables 3 and 4 for the scenarios 2a and 2b. 
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Table 1. Belief mass values for the second sensor for the scenario 1a 

Type of identification F N H N∩F N∩H U 
Correct identification (80% of events) 0.6 0.1 0 0.2 0 0.1 
Incorrect identification (20% of events) 0 0.1 0.6 0 0.2 0.1 
 
Table 2. Belief mass values for the second sensor for the scenario 1b 

Type of identification F N H N∩F N∩H U 
Correct identification (80% of events) 0.7 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 
Incorrect identification (20% of events) 0 0.1 0.7 0 0.1 0.1 

 
Table 3. Belief mass values for the second sensor for the scenario 2a 

Type of identification F N H N∩F N∩H U 
Correct identification (80% of events) 0 0.1 0.6 0 0.2 0.1 
Incorrect identification (20% of events) 0.6 0.1 0 0.2 0 0.1 

 

Table 4. Belief mass values for the second sensor for the scenario 2b 

Type of identification F N H N∩F N∩H U 
Correct identification (80% of events) 0 0.1 0.7 0 0.1 0.1 
Incorrect identification (20% of events) 0.7 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 

 

 
Figure.2. Scenarios 1a i 1b for the sensor 1   Figure.3. Scenarios 2a i 2b for the sensor 1 

 
Figure.4. Scenario 1a for the sensor 2                  Figure.5. Scenario 1b for the sensor 2 
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Figure.6. Scenario 2a for the sensor 2   Figure.7. Scenario 2b for the sensor 2 

One should note that scenario 1b differs from scenario 1a by the greater belief of mass assigned to the incorrect 
identification of the recognized emitter. Similar differences concern scenarios 2b and 2a. 

Scenarios 1a, 1b and 2a, 2b for the sensor 1 have been presented in Figures 2 and 3 (respectively). All scenarios for the 
sensor 2 have been presented in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.  

5.2 Simulation configuration 

ELINT - ESM sensors work asynchronously in the electronic recognition system. In the same way, the simulator of the 
information fusion center (IFC) should work. It can be assumed that signal vectors, which are sensor messages, are 
processed in the information fusion center sequentially. The information fusion in IFC means combining a signal vector 
sent by any of the ELINT - ESM sensors with a generalized signal vector as a part of an electronic entity record in the 
IFC. The general diagram of the simulation system has as many inputs as ELINT - ESM sensors cooperate with the IFC. 
In this paper the number of sensors have been reduced to two - the first sensor sent the messages containing the actual 
identification values, while the second sensor sent the messages containing disrupted information. The simulation 
diagram of the test system is shown in Figure 8. The messages from the first and second sensors are sent to the IFC 
alternately. 

1
sv

2
sv

CFI
sv

CFI
sv

 
Figure. 8. General diagram of signal vector processing from ELINT – ESM sensors in the information fusion center IFC.  

Notation in the figure: i
sv  - signal vector from i-th sensor (i=1,2), IFC

sv - generalized signal vector - a part of an electronic 
entity record, EER – electronic entity record in IFC, PDB – pattern data base in IFC. 
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5.3. Numerical results 

The results of simulation of identification information fusion are presented for scenarios 1a and 1b in Figures 5 and 6 
and for scenarios 2a and 3b in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. 

The presented results (Figures 9-12) show that the method of information fusion allows us to draw correct conclusions 
about the actual identification of the recognized object. The application of the decision threshold for the belief mass at 
the level mα=0,45 allows us to properly evaluate the identification of the recognized object: for scenario 1a – FRIEND 
and for scenario 2a – HOSTILE. Applying the same decision threshold to scenarios 1b and 2b basically allows us to 
identify objects properly, but in one case for each of these scenarios such a threshold leads to incorrect decisions. This 
was due to the fact that the sensor 2 sent incorrect identification information with a high value of belief mass (0.7). 

6. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed basic belief assignment model for ELINT-ESM sensors can be used to build identification information 
fusion systems. Practical meaning have, first of all, models conformable to STANAG 1241. It contains definitions of 
identification values corresponding to the intersections of basic identification declarations. Therefore in this work, the 
Dezert-Smarandache theory has been used to determine the basic belief assignment for declarations sent by ELINT-

Figure.12. Values of the result belief mass for 
the scenario 2b 

Figure.11. Values of the result belief mass for 
the scenario 2a 

Figure.10. Values of the result belief mass for 
the scenario 1b 

Figure.9. Values of the result belief mass for 
the scenario 1a 
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ESM sensors. The presented method of determining randomized ELINT-ESM sensor declarations is based on the results 
of electronic signal measurements and the data contained in specialized hierarchical databases of signal patterns and 
their emitters. An extension of the standard reports on detected signals with randomized identification declarations 
allows us to use methods of identification information fusion in the information fusion center. The elaborated method of 
determining the basic belief assignment can also be applied directly in the information fusion center when the sensors 
send only randomized declarations for the basic identification values, and even when the sensors send only non-
randomized declarations. The information fusion center should have a specialized database of signal patterns and their 
emitters so that the described information fusion can be implemented. 

Further work in this area should include the development of other methods of determining the basic belief assignment on 
a set of possible identification declarations and the assessment of the effectiveness of other methods of combining 
identification information in the information fusion center. 
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